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The Twig Book Shop 

"Great Books"

This bookstore offers high-quality books for the discerning reader. As an

independent bookseller, it specializes in books from local authors and

carries an awesome inventory of Texana books and regional literature.

Frequent book signings and dedicated customer service make this book

store one of the most pleasant destinations for the book-lover. Special

orders are available and expert advice from the staff will help you choose

the perfect book.

 +1 210 826 6411  www.thetwig.com  twig@thetwig.com  306 Pearl Parkway, Suite

106, San Antonio TX
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HogWild Records 

"Eclectic Tunes"

Just across Main Street from San Antonio College, this independent music

store offers everything a music lover with eclectic taste could want. A San

Antonio tradition for 20 years, it attracts a young crowd of customers from

the college in addition to being the ultimate shopping destination for

teenage hard rock and metal fans. If you can't find the CD or record that

you desire, don't worry, because the store can do special orders and

searches for hard-to-find artists and albums.

 +1 210 733 5354  1824 North Main Avenue, San Antonio TX
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Nine Lives Books 

"Used Books & More"

Shop for secondhand books at reasonable prices at Nine Lives Books.

Feel free to browse the shelves and take a seat on one of several cozy

chairs to go over your selections before you walk up to the register. If you

have gently used books, bring them in to sell and use the money towards

an exciting new literary adventure. Their collection spans the most

popular genres, so you're likely to find something you can't live without.

 +1 210 647 5656  www.ninelivesbooks.com/  contact@ninelivesbooks.co

m

 4907 Northwest Interstate

Loop 410, San Antonio TX
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Dragon's Lair Comics & Fantasy 

"Comics, Games, & Much More"

For comic books new and old, there is no finer place to look than this

Medical Center shop. Stocked with a wide variety of classic comics and

the latest offerings, it also carries a large selection of role-playing games,

toys, models, cards, novels and videos. Japanese anime is a hot item, as

are the latest collectibles related to the most popular movies and games.

Drop by and use the game rooms for a match of your favorite board game

or browse through the comics to find the Superman that will complete

your collection.
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 +1 210 615 1229  dlair.net/medicalcenter/  bob@dlair.net  7959 Fredericksburg Road,

San Antonio TX
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